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matt perfection
Dulux Wash & Wear Matt combines the latest formula
with 101 barrier technology to create a tough acrylic
finish that doesn’t highlight surface imperfections.
Dulux says it’s the large and small pigment particles within
the new formula of Wash & Wear Matt that form a barrier to
protect against oil and water-based stains, common marks,
and scruffs. Traditionally, high sheen products highlight
surface imperfections, but with the lower sheen of this
product, professional painters can now touch-up easily.
Suitable for medium traffic areas where a subtle sheen is
desired, Dulux Wash & Wear Matt can be purchased from
Dulux trade outlets nationwide.
For more information call 13 23 77
or visit www.dulux.com.au/specifier

shutter elite
Launched into the Australian market for the first time, and
distributed exclusively by The Window Outfitters, is a range of
three new beautifully designed, state-of-the-art shutters.
The Weatherwell Elite – a strong aluminium shutter designed
locally to cope with Queensland’s wildest weather – has no
visible screw fittings or tilt rods, a minimalist look, and is easy
to install.
The Highprofile Elite, a classic timber shutter, is made from
premium American hardwood and was engineered to cover
huge areas without blocking the view.
The third shutter is the Openview Elite. With a unique framing
system, the Openview has the aesthetic appeal of a timber
shutter with the flexibility of a blind.
For more information visit www.thewindowoutfitters.com.au
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Evo Building Products has just introduced its
latest product – high quality Gorilla Brooms.
Made from triangular steel and overlaid with rubber grips,
Evo says the broom handle is light, strong and comfortable.
Like the handle, the Gorilla Broom’s head is also light and
strong as it is made from high density polypropylene, and
won’t soak up water like traditional wooden heads.
For greater sweeping performance, the bristles are made
from high quality polyethylene terephthalate (PET) for
supreme durability, and are longer than most outdoor
brooms. And making Gorilla Brooms even more unique is
its scraper blade – perfect for shifting stuck-on grime,
cement and plaster spots.
For more information call 02 9666 1069
or visit www.evobuild.com.au
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